KINBER Digital Cloud is a **digital repository service** offered by KINBER to research and education institutions in Pennsylvania. This **award-winning service**, powered by NJVID, offers a **scalable, affordable, secure, dynamic online platform** for presenting, accessing, and hosting all your video and media. KINBER Digital Cloud provides the ability to share videos and supplementary materials, upload and stream media in a variety of formats, create playlists and learning objects from anywhere, anytime, using any device.

**KINBER DIGITAL CLOUD FEATURES**

- **Adaptive streaming** delivers the appropriate video format, adjusting the compression and bit-rate based on the speed of the user’s Internet connection.
- **Interoperability** Use any web browser, operating system or device. PC, Mac, Android, iPhone and other mobile devices.
- **Upload a wide variety of media formats** KINBER Digital Cloud automatically converts files to a supported format, within an easy-to-use drag and drop interface.
- **Embed videos** Generate embed code for players in standard and widescreen formats. Videos can be embedded on a web site or learning management system.
- **Easy to use dashboard** for managing content and assigning permissions for specific users. A drill-down pie chart has been added to monitor media views or media-asset data.
- **Closed caption creator** Automatically create and edit WEBVTT caption format for showing captions on HTML5 player on mobile devices.
- **LMS integration** KINBER Digital Cloud integrates with Blackboard, Moodle, Camtasia Relay and other learning management systems.
- **Commercial content** Add commercial video content from existing contracts with commercial providers to your Cloud Media collections.

Learn more about how KINBER Digital Cloud digital repository service can be used to enrich content, enhance learning, and engage students in the classroom and online at your institution.

**Contact Jennifer Oxenford, Director, Community Engagement, at joxenford@kinber.org to schedule a demonstration or to get started using KINBER Digital Cloud Service today!**